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Introduction
This is the second in a three part series on Returns Management systems and
processes. The first paper “Managing Returns, Art to Science” highlighted the approach
we have developed for an effective Returns Management process for most companies
and products. The first paper can be downloaded at www.returnsmanagement.com.
The terms defined below are to clarify our approach.
Reverse Logistics – encompasses the traditional logistics activities of transportation and
inventory management, but its focus shifts to getting product back from customers rather
than moving product to customers. Reverse Logistics is part of a broader supply chain
management process called Returns Management.
Returns Management – includes all activities related to returns flow, reverse logistics,
effective gatekeeping, and returns avoidance. Returns management addresses the
systematic value added approach to the entire backward flow of products from returns
prevention through resale of product. This incorporates the steps for product rework to
achieve a certifiable level of quality. Certifiable quality produces optimal resale values.

Returns Management - Getting Products Back and What to do With Them
Returns management is the process of returning product as well as the transformation
of the product back to reusable condition. Returns Management uses tools and systems
to maximize profits in the process.
The art of Returns Management is rapidly changing to science as more tools are offered
and service providers offer solutions for returns management to manufacturers,
distributors and retailers. An article in the July 2005 issue of Global Logistics & Supply
Chain Strategies Magazine stated that over 50% of all companies have an opportunity to
transform the hidden value in their returns into lowered costs and higher revenue.
Some companies have not developed a strategic solution for their product returns
situation. This paper will address the following and other questions about returns.
• Why do some companies allow returned products to continue to pile up?
• What stops many companies from implementing a Returns Management solution
for their business?
• What hinders the decision makers in those companies from choosing a path and
then moving to implement a solution that helps them solve a persistent and
growing problem?
Most organizations are highly focused on the forward supply chain. They have the
metrics in place to keep everyone’s attention on those forward revenue measures. In this
instance the cost of returns are considered “too small” to be of concern, or maybe the
costs are buried in warranty costs. Typically the costs for product returns are not well
known or documented. The actual costs many times spur action on returns management
when they are made visible.
And that is the reason for this paper, to provide easily understandable knowledge about
the solutions available. Tools to help illustrate and enlighten will also be provided so that
you can make informed decisions about Returns Management.

The Many Ways to Deal With Returns
There are a number of ways to deal with returns:
• Do nothing - if you have no returns or returns are not a problem, then doing
nothing may be acceptable. However, if you have troublesome returns, then
doing nothing can add serious costs and reduce your bottom line. It can also
begin to interfere with your forward logistics supply chain.
By doing nothing, typically none of the product cost or lost revenue is recovered.
•

Liquidate – many large and small companies, liquidate their product “as-is”.
Liquidation is generally thought of as the easiest and fastest solution for
eliminating product returns. There are many troubles with this solution, including
lost revenue, lack of control of your brand, and improper claims from end
purchasers. Typically, liquidation results in:
• recovery of only 10% to 30% of product cost,
• allows others the opportunity to resell product with your name on it with
unknown quality, and
• could permit the reseller’s customers an opportunity to return and repair
these items under your warranty plan.

•

Outlet/overstock stores – this is similar to the liquidation strategy and is
generally good for product that is obsolete, overstock, irregular and refurbished.
Low value recovery for the product is typical, unless the seller owns the store.
Typically outlet/overstock results are:
• recovery of 10% to 50% of the product cost,
• provides others with an opportunity to resell product with your name on it
with unknown quality, and
• provides the reseller’s customers an opportunity to return and repair
these items under your warranty plan.

•

Donate – the potential altruism of this can’t cover the fact that the costs for doing
this are very high. It is important to consult your tax adviser before proceeding
with donations. There are situations where the donation can actually add cost to
your business and the accepting party. Donations generally have:
• no typical situations and are unique,
• the ability to donate is not infinite, and
• requires more effort to dispose of these products without polluting your
“A” market

•

Destroy/Write-off – this is the ultimate loss for product returns. However, it may
be the right solution for some situations where the product has low value or
channel conflict might occur. It is suggested that the product be destroyed and
certified as destroyed, or you must be prepared to see it resurface from resellers
on the Internet and through other outlets. Typically destroy/write-off results in a
negative product cost of -20% to -40%.

•

Resale auctions – the ability to sell returns via auction is relatively new and has
expanded rapidly. The upside is a greater percentage of recovered value from
the returned product for refurbished returns with certified high quality. The
downside is more work is required to sell the products using this avenue,
however this cost is generally recovered along with added profit. This option can
have mixed results for “As-Is” & “Open Box” product. Typical results from resale
auctions can be:
• refurbished product usually recovers from 100% of product costs to 70% of
retail,
• “As-Is” & “Open Box” usually recovers 25% to 125% of product cost,
• you control the resale of a product with your name and reputation behind it(what’s that worth?), and
• you control unwarranted warranty costs

•

Private resale – this has been practiced primarily for overstocks or obsolete
products, however it is now being used for some product returns that have been
refurbished or are of verifiable quality. Typical returns from this recoup up to 70%
of retail price.

So which of these is the right way to deal with your product returns? It depends on your
needs and we have some answers below for you.

Making the Right Choice
Any of the choices described above can be successfully applied individually or in
combinations to your situation. Choosing the proper technique or techniques can be a
challenge. The alternatives range from high cost and high management maintenance to
profitable and low management maintenance. Making the right choice requires the ability
to define the expected outcome, use the correct technique or combinations of the
techniques and tools for each situation, then deliver the results as planned using the
resources you have available.
Many excellent companies offer software and web based tools that can help with
locating, tracking, and managing products as they are returned. These solutions can be
quite elegant and easy to use. Many past and current clients endorse the use of these
tools. However these only help get the product returned efficiently. Product quality still
needs to be ensured to prepare it for the resale options.
Spending minimal management attention with a profitable value realized is generally the
preferred outcome as this simple graphic shows. This can be achieved if outsourcing is
included in the early stages of planning and implementation. Long term, the results may
warrant moving these activities to an internal group using the appropriate tools and
systems or continue outsourcing these functions.

Figure 1 Planning for Best Returns Value

Making Sense or Dollars From Returns
Outsourcing can generate more value if the partner selected has strategic value and can
implement processes that fit your business needs. This involves asking the right
questions. The questions to ask a returns service provider are not “How do you handle
returns?” They are “How can you create a comprehensive returns management plan for
our products that:
•
•
•

helps to reduce the number of returns that must be dealt with from our customers,
transforms inherently negative customer experiences into a valuable strategic asset, and
generates profits from returns that were previously a loss?

Viewed from that perspective, the approach to returns management involves multiple
parties, processes and applications. With such a high order of complexity, the first step
to take is to conduct a Reverse Management Process Study, begin with the supply chain
process and consider all the pieces and costs that might play a part in the ultimate
solution.
There are a number of fundamental areas that should be looked at to determine what
returns cost the business today. In addition to supply chain costs (warehousing,
transportation and distribution), they also include customer service, marketing, sales,
planning, and warranty support.
RMI provides an analytical tool for customers (www.returnsmanagement.com), which
provides a rational look at the real costs of your current reverse logistics process, and
contrasts that with outsourced Returns Management solution costs. Using real or actual
costs provides a richer evaluation for improved decision making.
The complexity of the returns process is not simply the physical return flow of products,
but includes the interactions within the business arena needed to manage and properly
account for the returned product as illustrated in Figure 2. Returns management
opportunities can be further impacted by visibly managing the conflicts that arise due to
differing departmental goals and priorities. Third party suppliers can be enlisted in this
effort, for example, carriers and 3PL providers can provide visibility to the returns
channel when the company cannot.

Figure 2 Organizational Environment for Product Returns
Resale of Returned Products – Profiting from Returns
The objective of product resale is to maximize the realized value of the returned
products. There are many complexities that will need to be addressed to gain the highest
value from these returned products. The goal of maximum value can be stated in many
forms; however, business executives can drive the results to either provide highest
profitability or lowest costs based on their own situational needs.
Reselling the returned product can generate an entirely new set of forward supply chain
issues that can divert management attention from “A” product market activities to the
secondary or “B” product market.
These include:
• Product identification
• Pricing
• Packaging
• Warranty concerns
• Product traceability
• Brand management
• Environmental and regulatory requirements
• Returns policies for “B” product
• Channel management
• Sale management
• And Others…

It is no wonder that decisions about Returns Management are difficult given the added
complexity and variables of potential solutions. RMI systems and processes are
available to address these.

Resale Management
The requirements for resale of product returns are very much like the requirements for
the initial sale. How this is handled is subject to resources available and the expected
value to be received from the sale. Below is a process for consideration that outsources
this process to maximize value return and minimize effort.

Figure 3 Resale Process Overview
A reasonable approach for resale would include
• Strategy development – for merchandising, selling, and channel management
• Creation of online offer – for auctions, branded store fronts, and bulk liquidation
• Processes to manage sales – customer support, fulfillment, payment collection
• Customer monitoring – real-time reports, monthly summaries, flexible software
tools
• Profits from returns – checks delivered to the owner of the returns
This complexity can cause some to discard resale management as a solution. Utilizing
the RMI process for Resale Management can make this an easy way to increase profits.

A Way Forward
Returns management has become much more complicated in recent years – which
makes the payoff greater when you do it right, and do it better than anyone else in your
sector. In summary the critical points are:
1. Prevent returns from occurring in the first place.
2. Look beyond the immediate challenge: The questions you need to answer are
“How do we create a comprehensive returns management plan that transforms
inherently negative customer experiences into a valuable strategic asset?” “How
do we reduce the number of returns that must be dealt with from our customers?”
3. Develop a holistic solution that will address returns from multiple angles and
will likely provide benefits that extend far beyond the area of reverse logistics.
4. Returns management solutions must account for a variety of factors, such
as business models, product type, and market geography. These should
minimize or eliminate costs, or generate a profit. The most productive solutions
are developed from a grounded approach that is based on business needs that
are comprehensive, and forward looking.
5. Reach for profits from product returns, the options for getting real value are
available for many product returns. These options should be evaluated by
internal and external expertise to rethink the “as-is” process.

Figure 4 Model of Effective Returns Management Structure
RMI believes that the right blend of technology, process change, and management
capability will improve your opportunity for success. You can implement solutions with
the higher level of predictability needed to convert returns management from an expense
to a valuable strategic asset.

Call us with your pile. We’ll show you how to find and ride that pony.
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